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Welcome to the third edition of the Commonwealth 8.7 Network newsletter!
Here you will find news about the 8.7 Network, the impact of our work across all regions,
useful resources and tools, as well as our latest updates and activities.
@CMW87network
www.commonwealth-87.org
Commonwealth 8.7 LinkedIn
#Commonwealth87net

About the Commonwealth 8.7 Network

The Commonwealth 8.7 Network is an international member-driven network of over 60 national and local
civil society organisations, that share a common vision to eradicate contemporary forms of slavery and
human trafficking.
Our members work on diverse issues that include anti-trafficking initiatives, survivor advocacy, first
assistance, provision of vocational training and other support to survivors, the protection of children,
women's rights, migrant workers' rights, the rights of indigenous peoples, and supply chain impact
assessment.
The 8.7 Network was founded by the Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative and is named after UN
Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) Target 8.7 which encourages states to take immediate and
effective measures to eradicate contemporary forms of slavery. The 8.7 Network serves as a knowledgesharing platform that works collaboratively to raise awareness, build capacity, and advocate for changes
to laws and policies.
In 2019, the 8.7 Network received the Commonwealth Secretary-General’s Innovation for Sustainable
Development Award.
Join us today and let's work together to eradicate contemporary forms of slavery and human
trafficking! www.commonwealth-87.org/become-a-member

Commonwealth 8.7 Network Members: Don’t miss our first Annual General Meeting!
All members are welcome to participate in the first AGM of the Commonwealth 8.7 Network, taking place
virtually from 26-28 October 2021! This AGM will provide opportunities for members across all regions to
come together, learn, share, and shape the future of the Network. Watch out for an email message about
registration!

Our Website

Message from the Chair of The Advocacy
& Engagement Subcommittee
Dear 8.7 Network members and friends,
Tireless advocacy efforts continue to bear fruit, as more jurisdictions move
toward the adoption of human rights due diligence requirements for businesses
with global supply chains. Yet our active community has had a head start collaborating with forward-thinking enterprises to identify, remediate and prevent
forced and child labour found in the making of goods and the provision of
services we rely on every day.
Advocacy and engagement are key in advancing collective efforts; they are
rooted in the creation of bonds between stakeholders with unique perspectives
and strengths with the potential to ignite innovative yet locally rooted solutions to
complex challenges. With the 8.7 Network’s Advocacy and Engagement sub-committee, we hope to
continue to stimulate more connections among our networks for such collaborative action.
In this edition of The 8.7 Quarterly Newsletter, we share with you some of our members’ meaningful
partnerships with businesses to move the needle on eradicating contemporary forms of slavery. We hope
that you are inspired to pursue both likely and unlikely partnerships, as only through multi-stakeholder
approaches can we affect long-lasting change for those most vulnerable.
Thank you for your continued engagement with the 8.7 Network. We look forward to seeing our members
at the Annual General Meeting very soon.
Vera Belazelkoska
Ulula, Canada

Spotlight

The Role of Businesses in Tackling Contemporary Forms of Slavery
This quarter's ‘Spotlight’ explores the intersection between contemporary forms of slavery and
business. The role of businesses in tackling contemporary forms of slavery is vital - whether that
be through establishing slavery-free supply chains or generating awareness amongst industry
professionals. Research from the Ethical Trading Initiative and the Hult Business School suggests
that 77% of businesses believe that there is slavery or exploitation within their supply chains.
In this edition of the 8.7 Quarterly, we hear from two 8.7 Network members working at the
forefront of these issues, Beacon of the Freed and Fifty-Eight. Both contributors illustrate
important, emerging issues related to contemporary forms of slavery that are connected to the
business practices we interact with regularly, and they highlight solutions and alternative
pathways forward.

Tackling Contemporary Forms of Slavery in the Tourism Industry
Beacon of the Freed, Canada
Jonathan Cloutier

GLOW, a program by Beacon of the
Freed, includes training, guidelines,
good practices, tools and a lot more,
all of which are designed to help the
tourism industry act without causing
harm in the prevention of human
trafficking for the purpose of sexual
exploitation.
Sexual exploitation is often hidden from
the public eye; taking place behind the
closed doors of hotels, motels, and shortterm rental accommodation. Thus, the
tourism industry, including
accommodation providers and the
transport sector, can indirectly facilitate sexual exploitation through the nature of their services.
Of the 58 objectives issued by the Special Commission on the Sexual Exploitation of Minors in
Quebec, Canada, which was set up to determine the extent and nature of sexual exploitation of
minors in the province, six pertain to the hotel industry. The hotel industry also has an obligation
to report any situation involving the sexual exploitation of minors. This underscores the
indispensable role of this industry in the prevention of human trafficking.
It is essential that workers in these sectors are appropriately equipped and trained workers so that
they can recognize potential exploitation, refer people to the appropriate resources, and do no
harm, while remaining within the limits of their role as hoteliers. Moreover, awareness-raising and
training efforts should not be limited to large cities as exploitation takes place everywhere,
including in rural areas.

Read More

Find out more about Beacon of the Freed: www.affranchies.ca/copie-de-on-parle-de-nous-1

Using Technology to Address Contemporary Forms of Slavery in Supply Chains
Fifty-Eight, UK
Quintin Lake

Digital technology and communication are central
facets of our world - particularly as the COVID-19
pandemic forced businesses, individuals, and civil
society into online spaces. Recently, the 8.7 Network
sat down with Quintin Lake, co-founder of Fifty-Eight, a
social enterprise that is on the cutting-edge of using
technology to address contemporary forms of slavery
and exploitative labour practices through their app,
Just Good Work.
Despite new technologies offering solutions, barriers to
businesses achieving slavery-free supply chains continue.
For instance, the rise of digital recruitment in the midst of
the pandemic has created challenges as well as
opportunities. Many companies have been unable to travel
to suppliers or factories to ensure good working standards,
while recruitment agencies have been unable to meet
candidates to verify skills against the needs of the role. On
the other hand, technology has enabled a more secure and
streamlined process with increased transparency for
workers - from secure digital contracting to translation.
Transparency is at the core of Just Good Work - a free, interactive platform that gives migrant jobseekers critical information and advice for the journey to employment abroad. Candidates have a
complete picture of emerging opportunities in order to make informed decisions. It also enables
companies to take quick action if there are issues in their supply chains.
When asked why an app is an important tool for addressing contemporary forms of slavery,
Quintin explained he has always known that technology holds the potential for good. He believes
that digital connectivity has an impact. For supply chains, they result in increased consistency,
transparency, and efficiency. He noted that when trying to tackle contemporary forms of slavery,
technology is at its best when it brings together various diverse groups for a common solution.

Read More

Find out more about Fifty-Eight: www.50eight.com, @follow50eight

8.7 Members' News

New projects and publications from our members:

Beacon of the Freed - Human trafficking : it happens in the
Laurentians, too
Beacon of the Freed has released new research that
demonstrates the prevalence of human trafficking in rural
areas of Canada (315 victims were identified in this region of
Canada alone). It also testifies to a lack of knowledge,
training and awarness of stakeholders regarding the realities
and specificities of human trafficking within the rural region of
the Laurentians in Eastern Canada.
De la Sablonnière, É., Morin, M-J., Gilbert-Vanasse, C.,
Khlat, N., Staiculescu, R., Gravel, É., & Lapalme, L. (2020).
La traite de personnes : Ça existe aussi dans les
Laurentides.

Defence For Children International - Child Rights Observer Summer 2021 Newsletter
The summer edition of the Child Rights Observer outlines the
current challenges in achieving children’s rights in the
framework of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
This newsletter highlights how the road to delivering the
2030 agenda has been severely undermined due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. It finds that the pandemic has further
fuelled violence, discrimination, and a negative impact on the
rights of girls.

Shiva Foundation - Newsletter July 2021
The July 2021 edition of the Shiva Foundation newsletter
highlights current and future projects, including a partnership
with STOP THE TRAFFIK, a UK-based corporate foundation
that aims to tackle and prevent human trafficking and
modern slavery in the UK by facilitating a more collaborative
and systemic approach to making change. Together they
created a toolkit for small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) that includes practical steps to protect employees
and guidance on how to report modern slavery concerns.

PACT-Ottawa - Persons Against the Crime of Trafficking in
Humans Annual Report

The report provides an overview of the PACT Ottawa’s
activities throughout the pandemic, the challenges it faced,
and highlights from their work.

International Trade Union Confederation - ITUC Frontline
Poll June 2021: Changes to attitudes on workers’ rights as a
result of the global pandemic
The International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC)
commissioned research to assess whether the public believe
workers’ rights are more or less important compared to preCOVID-19 pandemic. The question was asked in ten
countries, including Australia, Brazil, France, Great Britain,
India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Mexico, and the USA. Some
key findings of the research are, on average, across the
seven workers’ rights included in this survey, 44% of people
believe they are more important now than before the
pandemic. Furthemore, excluding “the right to strike” (15%),
less than 10% of respondents believe each of the workers’
rights listed are less important than before.

Network Action

Regional Advocacy Workshops

CW 8.7 Members gathered in Nairobi to attend the East Africa Workshop

On 30 July and 12 August, 8.7 Network members in Asia and East Africa gathered during both
virtually and in-person to take part in regional-focused workshops where they explored strategies
for using evidence-based research to enhance their international and regional advocacy and
awareness-raising efforts. Advocacy is the deliberate process, based on demonstrated evidence,
to directly and indirectly influence policy and decision makers, and other relevant stakeholders to
support and implement actions that contribute to the eradication of contemporary forms of
slavery. By distilling findings, evidence-based research can drive advocacy, both at global and
country levels, that can effect change. 90% of participants rated this workshop as very good
or excellent!

Right to Information Workshops

Throughout August and September, 8.7 Network members from Africa and Asia participated in a
capacity development workshop organised by CHRI titled ‘Using Right to Information laws for
Evidence-Based Advocacy’. CSOs came together to explore the procedures to seek and obtain
information under the right to information laws in their respective countries. Access to information
can play a pivotal role in filling data gaps and contribute to eradicating contemporary forms of
slavery. It is crucial that governments not only proactively disclose information, but also ensure
access to disaggregated data to better inform policy decisions and ensure accountability. 100% of
participants either rated these workshops as excellent or very good!

Fundraising Webinar III: Impact Reporting - The Key to Retaining Funders

On 23 September, Speaker Emma Crump of the Smallwood Trust and Red Godfery-Sagoo, Chair
of the Management Committee, discussed with members this importance of impact evaluations
and reporting as a means to retain funders. We learned good practice as well as tips and tricks for
overcoming common challenges. If you are a 8.7 Network member and are interested in watching
the recording of this webinar, please reach out to 8.7Network@humanrightsinitiative.org.

Collective Advocacy at the UN
8.7 Network submission to the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights - Report on
promoting, protecting, and respecting women’s and girls’ full enjoyment of human rights
in humanitarian situations.
On 16 July 2021, CHRI coordinated a response from Vanuatu Human Rights Coalition, Homes of
Hope Fiji, and Pacificwin to a call for input from the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights for
her analytical report on a comprehensive approach to promoting, protecting and respecting
women’s and girls’ full enjoyment of human rights in humanitarian situations, including good
practices, challenges and lessons learned at the national, regional and international levels. The
response outlinesspecific risks of contemporary forms of slavery for women and girls facing
climate change-related disasters in Pacific island countries and territories (PICTs) and makes
several concrete recommendations, including a regional anti-human trafficking service in the
Pacific. The submission was based on the grassroots and local efforts of the NGO-authors
combatting contemporary forms of slavery and its underlying causes in Vanuatu, Fiji, and
neighbouring PICTs.
Read our statement here.

8.7 Network submissions for the Interactive Dialogue with the Special Rapporteur on
contemporary forms of slavery, including its causes and consequences
On 17 September 2021, CHRI and the 8.7 Network made written and oral statements for the
Interactive Dialogue at the 48th Regular Session of the UN Human Rights Council where the
Special Rapporteur presented hist report on the nexus between displacement and contemporary
forms of slavery. In our statements we urged Member States to: urgently ratify international
instruments that protect displaced persons and facilitate access to decent work; prioritise
international cooperation to fight climate change; and establish and raise awareness of
confidential and accessible complaint and referral systems, especially within displacement
camps.

Our written statement is saved here. Our video statement is here (you can watch at 01:16:21).

Upcoming Events

First Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the Commonwealth
8.7 Network

26 - 28 October 2021

The Annual General Meeting of the Commonwealth 8.7 Network
will be held from 26 - 28 October 2021. For the first time, members
will come together to discuss, debate, provide direction, share,
exchange, and learn. It will be an opportunity for members to
adopt the 8.7 Network’s first three-year strategy and discuss plans
for its implementation and future collaboration

18 October 2021
Anti-Slavery Day Awards 2021

The Human Trafficking Foundation holds its annual Awards
Ceremony to mark Anti-Slavery Day on 18 October
2021. The awards recognise the work of groups or
individuals who fight modern slavery and human trafficking in
the UK or internationally, as well as the vital work of the
media in increasing awareness and understanding of the
issues. Register here.

10 October 2021
Unseen's Modern Slavery Helpline Anniversary Event
On 10 October 2021, the Modern Slavery & Exploitation Helpline
will reach its 5 year anniversary. Key note speaker Dame Sara
Thornton, the UK Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner, will be
highlighting the importance of the Helpline in fighting modern
slavery and exploitation in the United Kingdom. Register here.

Resources and Tools

Building resilience against exploitation in Kenya in the context
of Covid-19
Free The Slaves and University of Nottingham
This report details research findings of the study ‘Building Local
Resilience to Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking after Covid-19:
Action Research in Senegal and Kenya’ and focuses on key results
related to Kenya and Senegal.

Read full report

2021 Trafficking in Persons Report
US Department of State - Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in
Persons

This report outlines the exacerbated challenges of human trafficking
during the COVID 19 crisis and contains comprehensive country
profiles on human trafficking. The report further calls upon
governments and anti-trafficking actors to draw inspiration from the
innovation and leadership this Report highlights to improve
responses to trafficking amidst pandemic recovery efforts.
Read full report

Commercial Contracts and Sourcing
Re:Structure Lab - Sheffield, Stanford and Yale Universities
This work is part of a series of Forced Labour Evidence Briefs that
seek to use academic research to address the root causes of forced
labour in global supply chains and catalyse systemic change. The
briefs consolidate evidence from recent academic research across
several disciplines, including political science, law, sociology,
business and management.
Read full report

2021 ITUC Global Rights Index
International Trade Union Confederate
The 2021 Global Rights Index identifies governments and
companies that have engaged in activities that inhibit and endanger
the working conditions of labourers, or in acts considered as modern
slavery, in the face of workers who provide essential work to keep
economies and communities functioning.
Read full report

Climate-induced migration and modern slavery
Anti Slavery International and IIED
This report contains a global analysis and studies of two specific
regions (the Sundarbans delta in India and Bangladesh and Ghana)
about climate change, the environment, and Human Rights issues
related to modern slavery.
Read full report

Report Release - The nexus between displacement and
contemporary forms of slavery
Special Rapporteur on Contemporary Forms of Slavery
The Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of slavery recently
published his report on the nexus between displacement and
contemporary forms of slavery. The report heavily cited a submission
made by CHRI in collaboration with the following members of the
Commonwealth 8.7 Network: Australian Catholic Religious Against
Trafficking in Humans (ACRATH), Centre for Youths Integrated
Development, PACT-Ottawa (Persons Against the Crime of
Trafficking in Humans), The Freedom Hub, and the Vanuatu Human
Rights Coalition. Utilising the grassroots expertise of our Network
members, this report helpfully details intersecting vulnerabilities with
displacement and various manifestations of contemporary forms of
slavery.

Read full report

Join our Network!

Join us today and let's work together to eradicate contemporary forms of slavery and human trafficking!
Collectively, we can raise awareness, strengthen skills, share good practice, and advocate for change to
laws and policies.
Our members have access to an exclusive Slack channel where we share ideas, resources and tools!
The 8.7 Network offers four membership categories based on the mandate of your organisation.
Individuals working on these issues can also apply. To learn more about how you can join,
visit: https://www.commonwealth-87.org/become-a-member

Join the 8.7 Network

Send us your Stories!

If you are a member of the Commonwealth 8.7 Network and would like to be featured in the next issue of
our newsletter, we invite you to get in touch and share your stories and photos!

Email the Secretariat

Thank you!

Donate

Keep up to date with us via email and our social media platforms.

Email

YouTube

Twitter

LinkedIn

We are grateful to all those who have contributed to this edition of The 8.7 Quarterly newsletter
and invite you to share it with your networks.
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